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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a wind turbine
blade used for a wind turbine generator and a method
for manufacturing the wind turbine blade.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In recent years, wind turbine generators which
generate electric power using wind are becoming popular
from the perspective of preserving the global environ-
ment. Generally, a wind turbine generator is configured
to convert kinetic energy of wind into rotational energy
of a wind turbine blade (i.e. the entire rotor including the
wind turbine blade) and then to convert the rotational
energy into electric power in a generator.
[0003] Generally, wind turbine blades are manufac-
tured using a mold to obtain a desired aerofoil profile. As
one example of typical manufacturing methods of wind
turbine blades, Patent Literature 1 describes a manufac-
turing method in which a dry fiber sheet disposed on a
mold is impregnated with resin and then the resin is hard-
ened to produce a wind turbine blade. In this type of man-
ufacturing method, normally only one type of wind turbine
blade which fits the shape of the mold can be manufac-
ture and it requires one mold for each aerofoil profile.
[0004] Further, it is proposed in Patent Literature 2 and
Patent Literature 3 to retrofit the wind turbine blade by
connecting an extension unit to a tip of the existing wind
turbine blade to adjust performance of the wind turbine
blade according to environment conditions.
[0005] Patent Literature 4 discloses cutting off the tip
of a wind turbine blade and then attaching a new tip seg-
ment to the thus-obtained blade.
[0006] Patent Literature 5 proposes a method for man-
ufacturing shell parts of a wind turbine blade using an
adaptive mold comprising a flexible part, so that shell
parts of various shapes can be obtained using the same
mold.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0007]

[PTL 1]
JP2009-287514 A
[PTL 2]
EP 2365212 A
[PTL 3]
EP 2444657 A
[PTL 4]
WO 2013/021236 A1
[PTL 5]
WO 2012/093136 A1

SUMMARY

[Technical Problem]

[0008] The inventors of the present invention engaged
in study regarding wind turbine blades came to realize
that it was useful to reduce the wind turbine blade in
length in many situations through blade length adjust-
ment.
[0009] For instance, in existing wind turbine genera-
tors, there are many wind turbine generators forced to
shut down operation due to lightning strike on a wind
turbine blade or other reasons or wind turbine generators
operating in the state that the performance is reduced
drastically by damages on the blade caused by erosion
or other aging deterioration. Once the blade of the wind
turbine generator is replaced, the power generation is
recovered. However, in the case where the wind turbine
generator is an older model, a blade manufacturer may
already have discarded equipments (molds) for manu-
facturing old blades. In this case, it is difficult to reproduce
the actual old blade. Further, with increasing size of the
wind turbine generators in recent years, the old wind tur-
bine blade having short blade length is normally not re-
placeable by a large-size blade of a current model. There-
fore, it is considered to use the large-scale blade of the
current-model wind turbine blade, which is relatively easy
to obtain, for the old-model wind turbine generator by
adjusting the length of the large-scale blade to obtain a
shorter blade.
[0010] In the case where wind turbine blades for a va-
riety of wind turbine generators are manufactured using
one mold, the technique for shortening the wind turbine
blade by adjusting the blade length of the wind turbine
blade is advantageous.
[0011] However, the technique for adjusting the blade
length is not disclosed in Patent Literature 1. In Patent
Literature 2 and Patent Literature 3, it is described to
extend the length of the blade by adding the extension
unit and there is no disclosure regarding the method of
shortening the length of the long wind turbine blade.
[0012] It is an object of at least one embodiment of the
present invention to provide a method for manufacturing
a wind turbine blade of a desired length from a long base
blade and also to provide a wind turbine blade that is
manufactured by the manufacturing method.

[Solution to Problem]

[0013] The present invention provides a manufacturing
method of a wind turbine blade which is defined in ap-
pended claim 1.
[0014] The above manufacturing method of the wind
turbine blade is advantageous in various situations as it
is possible to obtain a wind turbine blade of a desired
length shorter than the base blade.
[0015] For instance, according to the above manufac-
turing method of the wind turbine blade, wind turbine
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blades of various lengths can be manufactured from the
mold for the base blade and it is no longer necessary to
prepare a mold for each type of wind turbine generator.
This lowers the production cost. Further, it is possible to
obtain a wind turbine blade for an old-model wind turbine
generator from a large blade of a current-model wind
turbine generator as the base blade. Thus, even if the
wind turbine blade for the old-model wind turbine gener-
ator is unavailable, it is still possible to replace the blade
of the old-model wind turbine generator which is forced
to stop the operation or suffers performance decline due
to damages on the wind turbine blade. Furthermore, wind
turbine blades for current-model wind turbine generators
are often designed with latest technology to achieve im-
proved performance, noise reduction and load reduction
compared to old-model blades and thus, even in the case
where the old-model blade is available, the above man-
ufacturing method of the wind turbine blade is still advan-
tageous from the perspective of performance enhance-
ment, noise reduction and load reduction of the wind tur-
bine blade.
[0016] In some embodiments, in the cutting step, an
angle between a chord direction of the base blade and
each of two cutting planes belonging to a pair of the sec-
tions to be joined together in the joining step is set so
that said two cutting planes have approximately the same
length of a width-directional line connecting a leading
edge and a trailing edge at each of said two cutting
planes.
[0017] In the present description, "chord direction" is
a direction perpendicular to the blade axis and a direction
of the chord connecting the leading edge and the trailing
edge of the base blade. Further, "blade axis" is an axis
along the blade length direction of the base blade. For
instance, the blade axis is defined as a line formed by
connecting maximum thickness positions in the blade
length direction on a center line of a blade section at each
radial position of the base blade (the line formed by con-
necting midpoints between the suction side face and the
pressure side face from the leading edge to the trailing
edge).
[0018] As a result, continuity at each of the leading
edge and the trailing edge can be maintained in the joint
face between a pair of the sections to be joined in the
joining step. This makes it possible to maintain high aer-
odynamic performance of the wind turbine blade.
[0019] In one embodiment, in the joining step, a first
cutting plane of one of the sections of the pair on a blade-
root side and a second cutting plane of the other of the
sections of the pair on a blade-tip side are joined together,
a width-directional line within the first cutting plane is par-
allel to the chord direction or is inclined with respect to
the chord direction in such a way that it becomes closer
the blade tip side from the trailing edge toward the leading
edge, and a width-directional line within the second cut-
ting plane is inclined with respect to the chord direction
in such a way that it becomes closer to the blade-root
side from the trailing edge toward the leading edge.

[0020] As described above, the width-directional line
of the first cutting plane on the blade root part side is
parallel to the chord direction or is inclined with respect
to the chord direction in such a way that it becomes closer
to the blade tip side from the trailing edge toward the
leading edge. Thus, in the section on the blade root part
side having the first cutting plane as an end face, the
blade length on the trailing edge side is not greater than
the blade length on the leading edge. In contrast, the
width-directional line within the second cutting plane on
the blade tip part side is inclined with respect to the chord
direction in such a way that it becomes closer to the blade-
root side from the trailing edge toward the leading edge.
Thus, in the section on the blade tip part side having the
second cutting plane as an end face, the blade length on
the trailing edge side is smaller than on the leading edge.
Therefore, by joining the section on the blade root part
side and the section on the blade tip part side together,
it is possible to obtain the wind turbine blade having a
sweepback angle in which the section on the blade tip
part bends toward the trailing edge with respect to the
section on the blade root part side. As a result, impact
angles of rain droplets, dust or the like is reduced, thereby
improving erosion resistance. Further, as the wind tur-
bine blade has the sweepback angle, it is possible to
suppress noise increase and reduce a fatigue load.
[0021] In another embodiment, the number m of the
cutting planes is an even number not smaller than 4, a
width-directional line within an ith cutting plane from a
blade-root side is parallel to the chord direction or is in-
clined with respect to the chord direction in such a way
that it becomes closer to a blade-tip side from the trailing
edge toward the leading edge where i is an odd number
not greater than (m-1), and a width-directional line in a
(i+1)th cutting plane from the blade-root side is inclined
with respect to the chord direction in such a way that it
becomes closer to the blade root side from the trailing
edge toward the leading edge.
[0022] As a result, it is possible to obtain the wind tur-
bine blade having a sweepback angle in which the section
on the blade tip part side bends toward the trailing edge
with respect to the section on the blade root part side.
Therefore, benefits such as improved erosion-resist-
ance, noise suppression and fatigue load reduction can
be obtained. By providing more than one set of the ith

cutting plane and the (i+1)th cutting plane from the blade
root part side, it is possible to form each of the leading
edge and the trailing edge of the wind turbine blade closer
to a smooth curve. This makes it possible to improve the
aerodynamic performance of the wind turbine blade.
[0023] In some embodiments, in the cutting step, an
angle between a blade thickness direction of the base
blade and each of two cutting planes belonging to a pair
of the sections to be joined together in the joining step is
set so that said two cutting planes have approximately
the same length of a thickness-directional line connecting
a point on a pressure side face and a point on a suction
side face of the base blade at a maximum thickness po-
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sition in each of said two cutting planes.
[0024] As a result, continuity at each of the pressure
side face and the suction side face can be maintained in
the joint face between a pair of the sections to be joined
in the joining step. This makes it possible to maintain high
aerodynamic performance of the wind turbine blade.
[0025] In the present description, "blade thickness di-
rection" is a direction perpendicular to the blade axis and
the chord direction and connecting the pressure side face
and the suction side face.
[0026] In one embodiment, in the joining step, a first
cutting plane of one of the sections of the pair on a blade-
root side and a second cutting plane of the other of the
sections of the pair on a blade-tip side are joined together,
a thickness-directional line within the first cutting plane
is parallel to the blade thickness direction or is inclined
with respect to the blade thickness direction in such a
way that it becomes closer to the blade-tip side from the
pressure side face toward the suction side face, and a
thickness-directional line within the second cutting plane
is inclined with respect to the blade thickness direction
in such a way that it becomes closer to the blade-root
side from the pressure side face toward the suction side
face.
[0027] As described above, the thickness-directional
line within the first cutting plane on the blade root part
side is parallel to the blade thickness direction or is in-
clined with respect to the blade thickness direction in such
a way that it becomes closer to the blade-tip side from
the pressure side face toward the suction side face. Thus,
in the section on the blade root part side having the first
cutting plane, the blade length on the pressure side face
is not greater than the blade length on the suction side
face. In contrast, the thickness-directional line within the
second cutting plane is inclined with respect to the blade
thickness direction in such a way that it becomes closer
to the blade-root side from the pressure side face toward
the suction side face. Thus, in the section on the blade
tip part side having the second cutting plane, the blade
length on the pressure side face is smaller than on the
suction side face. Therefore, by joining the section on
the blade root part side and the section on the blade tip
part side together, the wind turbine blade in which the
section on the blade tip part side bends toward the pres-
sure side face with respect to the section on the blade
root part side can be obtained. As a result, the same
effects as a winglet can be obtained. More specifically,
it is possible to manufacture the wind turbine blade which
is not prone to generation of a blade tip vortex and which
has high blade efficiency.
[0028] In another embodiment, the number m of the
cutting planes is an even number not smaller than 4, the
thickness-directional line within an ith cutting plane from
the blade-root side is parallel to the blade thickness di-
rection or is inclined with respect to the blade thickness
direction in such a way that it becomes closer to the blade-
tip side from the pressure side face toward a suction side
face of the base blade where i is an odd number not

greater than (m-1), and the thickness-directional line in
a (i+l)th cutting plane from the blade-root side is inclined
with respect to the blade thickness direction in such a
way that it becomes closer to the blade root side from
the pressure side face toward the suction side face of
the base blade.
[0029] As a result, it is possible to obtain the wind tur-
bine blade in which the section on the blade tip part side
bends toward the pressure side face with respect to the
section on the blade root part side, thereby achieving the
same effects as the winglet. By providing more than one
set of the ith cutting plane and the (i+1)th cutting plane
from the blade root part side as described above, it is
possible to form each of the pressure side face and the
suction side face of the wind turbine blade closer to a
smooth curve. This makes it possible to improve the aer-
odynamic performance of the wind turbine blade.
[0030] In some embodiments, the m cutting planes in-
cludes: a first cutting plane belonging to one of a pair of
the sections to be joined together in the joining step on
a blade-root side; and a second cutting plane which be-
longs to the other of the sections of the pair on a blade-
tip side and which is joined to the first cutting plane, and
a relationship of (cosβ1/cosα1) ≈ (cosβ2/cosα2) is sat-
isfied when the first cutting plane and the second cutting
plane have approximately the same blade thickness ra-
tio, where α1 is an angle between the chord direction and
a first width-directional line connecting a leading edge
and a trailing edge in the first cutting plane, α2 is an angle
between the chord direction and a second width-direc-
tional line connecting the leading edge and the trailing
edge in the second cutting plane, β1 is an angle between
the blade thickness direction and a first thickness-direc-
tional line connecting a point on a pressure side face and
a point on a suction side face of the base blade at a
maximum thickness position in the first cutting plane, and
β2 is an angle between the blade thickness direction and
a second thickness-directional line connecting a point on
the pressure side face and a point on the suction side
face at a maximum thickness position in the second cut-
ting plane.
[0031] As a result, continuity of the wind turbine blade
can be maintained. This makes it possible to further im-
prove the aerodynamic performance of the wind turbine
blade.
[0032] The present disclosure also provides a non-
claimed wind turbine blade comprising:

(m/2+1) sections of (m+1) sections obtained by cut-
ting a base blade in m cutting planes being at differ-
ent positions in a blade length direction where m is
an even number, said (m/2+1) sections being non-
adjacent to each other and including a blade-root
section which is closest to a blade tip and a blade-
tip section which is closest to a blade tip.

[0033] The above-described wind turbine blade is ad-
vantageous in various situations as the wind turbine
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blade has the desired length which is shorter than the
base blade.
[0034] In some embodiments, adjacent two of the sec-
tions to be joined have joint faces of approximately the
same shape.
[0035] As a result, the continuity of the wind turbine
blade is maintained and the aerodynamic performance
of the wind turbine blade is further enhanced.
[0036] The present disclosure also provides a non-
claimed wind turbine generator comprising:

a wind turbine blade; and
a generator configured to be driven by rotation of the
wind turbine blade, and
the wind turbine blade includes a blade-root section
which is closest to a blade tip and a blade-tip section
which is closest to a blade tip from (m+1) sections
obtained by cutting a base blade in m cutting planes
being at different positions in a blade, length direction
where m is an even number, and (m/2+1) sections
that are non-adjacent to each other are joined to-
gether.

[0037] The above-described wind turbine generator is
advantageous in various situations as it has the wind
turbine blade of the desired length which is shorter than
the base blade.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0038] According to at least one embodiment of the
present invention, it is possible to obtain the wind turbine
blade of a desired length which is shorter than the base
blade. This is advantageous in various situations.
[0039] For instance, it is no longer necessary to pre-
pare a blade-manufacturing mold for each type of wind
turbine generators and it is possible to lower the produc-
tion cost of the wind turbine blade. Further, it is possible
to obtain a wind turbine blade for an old-model wind tur-
bine generator from a large blade of a current-model wind
turbine generator as the base blade. Thus, it is still pos-
sible to replace the blade of the old-model wind turbine
generator even if the wind turbine blade for the old-model
wind turbine generator is unavailable. Further, even in
the case where the old-model blade is available, it is still
advantageous from the perspective of performance en-
hancement, noise reduction and load reduction of the
wind turbine blade that the wind turbine blade of the de-
sired length shorter than the base blade can be obtained.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0040]

[FIG.1] FIG.1 is an illustration of a configuration ex-
ample of a wind turbine generator.
[FIG.2] FIG.2 is an oblique view of a configuration
example of a base blade according to one example.

[FIG.3A] FIG.3A is a side view of the base blade
taken from a pressure side in one embodiment.
[FIG.3B] FIG.3B is a plane view of the base blade
taken from a trailing edge side in the embodiment.
[FIG.4A] FIG.4A is an illustration of a first cutting
plane in one embodiment.
[FIG.4B] FIG.4B is an illustration of a second cutting
plane in the embodiment.
[FIG.5] FIG.5 is an oblique view of a configuration
example of a wind turbine blade according to one
embodiment.
[FIG.6A] FIG.6A is a side view of the base blade
taken from the pressure side in another embodiment.
[FIG.6B] FIG.6B is a plane view of the base blade
taken from the trailing edge side in the embodiment.
[FIG.7] FIG.7 is an oblique view of a configuration
example of the wind turbine blade according to an-
other embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0041] Embodiments of the present invention will now
be described in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings. It is intended, however, that unless particularly
specified, dimensions, materials, shapes, relative posi-
tions and the like of components described in the em-
bodiments shall be interpreted as illustrative only and not
limitative of the scope of the present invention.
[0042] The terms used in the present description are
explained in reference to FIG.1. FIG.1 is an illustration
of a configuration example of a wind turbine generator.
[0043] A wind turbine generator 100 illustrated in FIG.1
is provided with at least one wind turbine blade 110 (three
blades in this example), a hub 102 to which the wind
turbine blade 110 is attached, a nacelle 104 for support-
ing a rotor including the wind turbine blade 110 and the
hub 102, and a tower 106 for supporting the nacelle 104
rotatably. Herein, in some embodiments, the wind turbine
blade 110 includes a wind turbine blade 30 (see FIG.5)
and a wind turbine blade 50 (see FIG.7) which are ob-
tained according to a manufacturing method described
later in details. Further, rotation of the rotor is inputted to
a generator to generate electric power in the generator.
[0044] The wind turbine blade 110 is attached to the
hub 102 by fixing a blade root part 114 of the wind turbine
blade 110 to the hub 102 with any fastening members.
[0045] In the present description, the distance between
a rotation center O of the wind turbine blade 110 (i.e.
rotation center of the rotor) and a blade tip part 112 is
described as a rotation radius R, and the length of the
wind turbine blade 110 between the rotation center O
and an arbitrary radial position P is described as a radial
distance r. Further, definitions of the rotation center O,
the rotation radius R and the radius distance r that are
explained here also apply to a base blade which is de-
scribed later in details.
[0046] A manufacturing method of a wind turbine blade
according to the present embodiment is for manufactur-
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ing a wind turbine blade which is shorter in blade length
than the base blade.
[0047] In some embodiments, the manufacturing
method includes: a cutting step of cutting the base blade
at m cutting planes being at different positions in a blade
length direction to obtain (m+1) sections where m is an
even number; and a joining step of joining (m/2+1) sec-
tions of the (m+1) sections together to obtain a wind tur-
bine blade which is shorter than the base blade, the
(m/2+1) sections including a blade-root section which is
closest to a blade tip and a blade-tip section which is
closest to a blade tip, the blade-root section and the
blade-tip section being non-adjacent to each other, so
as to obtain the wind turbine blade shorter than the base
blade.
[0048] FIG.2 is an oblique view of a configuration ex-
ample of the base blade according to one example.
FIG.3A and FIG.3B are drawings for illustrating each cut-
ting plane in one embodiment. FIG.3A is a side view of
the base blade taken from a pressure side. FIG.3B is a
plane view of the base blade taken from a trailing edge
side.
[0049] FIG.4A and FIG.4B are drawings for illustrating
each cutting plane according to one embodiment. FIG.4A
is an illustration of a first cutting plane and FIG.4B is an
illustration of a second cutting plane. FIG.5 is an oblique
view of a configuration example of a wind turbine blade
according to one embodiment.
[0050] In the embodiments illustrated in FIG.2 to FIG.5,
the number of the cutting planes is m=2.
[0051] The base blade 1 illustrated in FIG.2 is a blade
which is used as a material for manufacturing the wind
turbine blade 30 (see FIG.5) of a desired length.
[0052] As illustrated in the drawing, the base blade 1
includes a blade root part 4, a blade tip part 2 and an
aerofoil part 6 extending between the blade tip part and
the blade root part 4. The aerofoil part 6 has a leading
edge 7 and a trailing edge 8. The aerofoil part 6 has a
pressure side face 9 and a suction side face 10 extending
between the leading edge 7 and the trailing edge 8.
[0053] The base blade 1 may be formed using a mold.
For instance, the base blade may be formed by impreg-
nating a fiber fabric sheet placed on the mold with resin
and then curing the resin. Alternatively, the base blade
1 may be formed by placing on the mold a half-cured
prepreg formed of the resin impregnated in the fiber fabric
sheet and half-cured to B stage in advance, and then
curing the resin of the prepreg.
[0054] Further, the base blade 1 may be an existing
blade which is longer in blade length than the wind turbine
blade 30 to be obtained ultimately.
[0055] In this embodiment illustrated in FIG.2 to FIG.4,
first in the cutting step, the base blade 1 is cut at a first
cutting plane 12 and a second cutting plane 14 which are
located at different positions in a blade length direction.
Herein, the first cutting plane 12 is a cutting plane at a
radial position Pi on the blade root part 4 side while the
second cutting plane 14 is a cutting plane at a radial po-

sition P2 on the blade tip part 2 side. More specifically,
the first cutting plane 12 belongs to a section 32 on the
blade root part 4 side of a pair of the sections 32 and 36
to be joined together in the joining step described later,
while the second cutting plane 14 belongs to the section
36 on the blade tip part 2 side of the two sections 32 and
36. An example of setting the first cutting plane 12 and
the second cutting plane 14 in the cutting step is de-
scribed later.
[0056] By cutting the base blade 1 at two places, i.e.
the first cutting plane 12 and the second cutting plane
14, three sections can be obtained, including the first
section 32, the second section 34 arid the third section
36 that are arranged in this order from the blade root part
4 side to the blade tip part 2 side.
[0057] Next, in the joining step, the first section 32 be-
ing the closest section to the blade root part 4 and the
section 36 being the closest section to the blade tip part
2 side are joined together to obtain the wind turbine blade
30 as illustrated in FIG.5. More specifically, the second
section 34 located in the middle among the three sections
32, 34, 36 is removed and the first section 32 on the blade
root part 4 side and the third section 36 on the blade tip
part 2 side that are not adjacent to each other are joined
together to obtain the wind turbine blade 30. In the joining
step, the leading edge 7 and the trailing edge 8 of a first
joint face 22 (the first cutting plane 12) of the first section
32 may be positioned, respectively, to the leading edge
7 and the trailing edge 8 of a second joint face 24 (the
second cutting plane 14) of the third section 36. Similarly,
in the joining step, the pressure side face 9 and the suc-
tion side face 10 of the first joint face 22 of the first section
32 may be positioned, respectively, to the pressure side
face 9 and the suction side face 10 of the second joint
face 24 of the third section 36.
[0058] The method of joining the sections in the joining
step is not particularly limited. For instance, the sections
may be joined by boding with a bonding agent, bolt fas-
tening or the like. The wind turbine blade 30 is in the state
that the second section 34 is removed from the base
blade 1 and thus, the wind turbine blade 30 shorter than
the base blade 1 can be obtained.
[0059] In reference to FIG.3A, FIG.3B, FIG.4A and
FIG.4B, the example of setting the first cutting plane 12
and the second cutting plane 14 in the cutting step is now
explained in details.
[0060] In the base blade 1 illustrated in FIG.3A, "blade
axis L" is an axis along the blade length direction of the
base blade 1. For instance, the blade axis L is defined
as a line formed by connecting maximum thickness po-
sitions in the blade length direction on a center line of a
blade section at each radial position of the base blade 1
(the line formed by connecting midpoints between the
suction side face 10 and the pressure side face 9 from
the leading edge 7 to the trailing edge 8). Further, "chord
direction C" is a direction perpendicular to the blade axis
L and a direction of the chord connecting the leading
edge 7 and the trailing edge 8 of the base blade 1. Fur-
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thermore, "blade thickness direction T" is a direction per-
pendicular to the blade axis L and the chord direction C
and connecting the pressure side face 9 and the suction
side face 10.
[0061] In reference to FIG.3A, FIG.4A and FIG.4B, an
angle between the chord direction C and each of the cut-
ting planes 12, 14 of the sections 32, 36 to be joined
together in the joining step may be set as follows. The
angle α1 is formed between the width directional line 13A
of the first cutting plane 12 and the chord direction C and
the angle α2 is formed between the width directional line
14A of the second cutting plane 14 and the chord direc-
tion C. Each of angles α1, α2 may be set so that the length
lc1 of a width directional line 13A connecting the leading
edge 7 and the trailing edge 8 in the first cutting plane
12 is approximately the same as a length lc2 of a width
directional line 14A connecting the leading edge 7 and
the trailing edge 8 in the second cutting plane 14.
[0062] More specifically, in the case where the chord
length is c1 at the radial position P1 and the chord length
is c2 at the radial position P2, the length lc1 is approxi-
mated by c1/cosα1 and the length lc2 is approximated by
c2/cosα2 and thus, the angle α1 and the angle α2 may
be set to satisfy relationship (1) described below. 

[0063] As a result, as illustrated in FIG.5, continuity at
each of the leading edge 7 and the trailing edge 8 can
be maintained in the first joint face 22 and the second
joint face 24 to be joined together in the joining step. This
makes it possible to maintain high aerodynamic perform-
ance of the wind turbine blade 30. Further, the wind tur-
bine blade 30 may be configured so that the first joint
face 22 of the first section 32 and the second joint face
24 of the third section 36 have approximately the same
shape.
[0064] The first cutting plane 12 belongs to the first
section 32 which is on the blade root part 4 side of a pair
of the sections 32, 36 to be joined together in the joining
step. The width-directional line 13A of the first cutting
plane 12 may be parallel to the chord direction C or may
be inclined with respect to the chord direction C in such
a way that it becomes closer to the blade tip part 2 side
from the trailing edge 8 toward the leading edge 7. More
specifically, the angle α1 between the width-directional
line 13A and the chord direction C may be 0° or greater.
[0065] In contrast, the second cutting plane 14 belongs
to the third section 36 which is on the blade tip part 2 side
of the pair of the sections 32, 36 to be joined together in
the joining step. The width-directional line 15A of the sec-
ond cutting plane 14 may be inclined with respect to the
chord direction C in such a way that it becomes closer
to the blade root part 4 side from the trailing edge 8 toward
the leading edge 7. More specifically, the angle α2 be-
tween the width-directional line 15A and the chord direc-

tion C may be greater than 0°.
[0066] In this case, in the case where the chord length
monotonously decreases in the blade length direction
from the blade root part 4 toward the blade tip part 2, the
angle α1 of the first cutting plane 12 may be smaller than
the angle α2 of the second cutting plane 14 to satisfy the
above relationship (1).
[0067] As the width-directional line 13A of the first cut-
ting plane 12 belonging to the first section 32 on the blade
root part 4 side is parallel to the chord direction C or is
inclined with respect to the chord direction C in such a
way that it becomes closer to the blade tip part 2 side
from the trailing edge 8 toward the leading edge 7, the
blade length on the trailing edge 8 side is not greater than
the blade length on the leading edge 7 side in the first
section 32. In contrast, as the width-directional line 15A
of the second cutting plane 14 belonging to the third sec-
tion 36 on the blade tip part 2 side is inclined with respect
to the chord direction C in such a way that it becomes
closer to the blade root part 4 side from the trailing edge
8 toward the leading edge 7, the blade length on the
trailing edge 8 side is smaller than the blade length on
the leading edge 7 side in the third section 36. By joining
the first section 32 and the third section 36 together, it is
possible to obtain the wind turbine blade 30 having a
sweepback angle in which the blade axis L2 of the third
section 36 bends toward the trailing edge with respect to
the blade axis L1 of the first section 32 as illustrated in
FIG.5. As a result, impact angles of rain droplets, dust or
the like is reduced, thereby improving erosion resistance.
Further, as the wind turbine blade 30 has a sweepback
angle, it is possible to suppress noise increase and re-
duce a fatigue load.
[0068] In reference to FIG.3B, FIG.4A and FIG.4B, an
angle between blade thickness direction T and each of
the cutting planes 12, 14 of the pair of the sections 32,
36 to be joined together in the joining step may be set as
follows. The angle β1 is formed between the blade thick-
ness direction T and the thickness-directional line 13B
of the first cutting plane 12. The angle β2 is formed be-
tween the blade thickness direction T and the thickness-
directional line 15B of the second cutting plane 14. Each
of angles β1, β2 may be set so that a length lt1 of a thick-
ness directional line 13B connecting a point on the pres-
sure side face 9 and a point on the suction side face 10
at the maximum thickness position in the first cutting
plane 12 is approximately the same as a length lt2 of a
thickness directional line 15B connecting a point on the
pressure side face 9 and a point on the suction side face
10 at the maximum thickness position in the second cut-
ting plane 14.
[0069] More specifically, in the case where the blade
thickness is t1 at the radial position P1 and the blade
thickness is t2 at the radial position P2, the length lt1 is
approximated by t1/cosβ1 and the length lt2 is approxi-
mated by t2/cosβ2 and thus, the angle β1 and the angle
β2 may be set to satisfy relationship (2) described below. 
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[0070] As a result, as illustrated in FIG.5, continuity at
each of the pressure side face 9 and the suction side
face 10 can be maintained in the first joint face 22 and
the second joint face 24 to be joined together in the joining
step. This makes it possible to maintain high aerodynam-
ic performance of the wind turbine blade 30.
[0071] The first cutting plane 12 belongs to the first
section 32 which is on the blade root part 4 side of a pair
of the sections 32, 36 to be joined together in the joining
step. The thickness-directional line 13B of the first cutting
plane 12 may be parallel to the thickness direction T or
may be inclined with respect to the thickness direction T
in such a way that it becomes closer to the blade tip part
2 side from the pressure side face 9 toward the suction
side face 10. More specifically, the angle B1 between the
first cutting plane 12 and the blade thickness direction T
may be 0° or greater.
[0072] In contrast, the second cutting plane 14 belongs
to the third section 36 which is on the blade tip part 2 side
of the pair of the sections 32, 36 to be joined together in
the joining step. The thickness-directional line 15B of the
second cutting plane 14 may be inclined with respect to
the blade thickness direction T in such a way that it be-
comes closer to the blade root part 4 side from the pres-
sure side face 9 toward the suction side face 10. More
specifically, the angle β2 between the width-directional
line 15A and the chord direction C may be greater than 0°.
[0073] As described above, the thickness-directional
line 13B of the first cutting plane 12 belonging to the first
section 32 on the blade root part 4 side is parallel to the
thickness direction T or is inclined with respect to the
thickness direction T in such a way that it becomes closer
to the blade tip part 2 side from the pressure side face 9
toward the suction side face 10 and thus, the blade length
on the pressure side face 9 is not greater than the blade
length on the suction side face 10 in the first section 32.
In contrast, the thickness-directional line 15B of the sec-
ond cutting plane 14 belonging to the third section 36 on
the blade tip part 2 side is inclined with respect to the
blade thickness direction T in such a way that it becomes
closer to the blade root part 4 side from the pressure side
face 9 toward the suction side face 10 and thus the blade
length on the pressure side face 9 is smaller than the
blade length on the suction side face 10 in the third sec-
tion 36. Therefore, the first section 32 and the third sec-
tion 36 are joined together to obtain the wind turbine blade
30 in which the third section 36 bends toward the suction
side face 9 with respect to the first section 32 as illustrated
in FIG.5. As a result, the same effects as a winglet can
be obtained. More specifically, it is possible to manufac-
ture the wind turbine blade 30 which is not prone to gen-
eration of a blade tip vortex and which has high blade
efficiency.
[0074] In reference to FIG.3A, FIG.3B, FIG.4A and

FIG.4B, an angle of each of the cutting plane 14, 24 may
be set to satisfy the following relationship (3), when the
first cutting plane 12 and the second cutting plane 14
have approximately the same blade thickness ratio (=
blade thickness / chord length ), i.e. (t1/ c1)≈(t2/c2). 

[0075] When α1 ≈ β1 (including =0), the angle of each
of the cutting plane 14, 24 may be set to satisfy α2 ≈ β2.
[0076] As a result, the continuity of the wind turbine
blade is maintained and the aerodynamic performance
of the wind turbine blade is further enhanced.
[0077] Moreover, the radial position P1 of the first cut-
ting plane 12 may be defined by 0.9>r1/R≥0.7 and the
radial position P2 of the second cutting plane 14 may be
defined by r2/R≥0.9. Herein, r is a rotation radius of the
base blade 2, r1 is a radial distance at the radial position
P1, and r2 is a radial distance at the radial position P2.
[0078] By setting the cutting positions P1 and P2 of the
base blade 1 in this manner, it is possible to manufacture
the wind turbine blade 30 which is capable of suppressing
generation of a blade tip vortex and which has high aer-
odynamic efficiency while maintaining the blade efficien-
cy for converting wind energy into rotational energy of
the rotor.
[0079] FIG.6A and FIG.6B are drawings for illustrating
each cutting plane in another embodiment. FIG.6A is a
side view of the base blade taken from the pressure side.
FIG.6B is a plane view of the base blade taken from the
trailing edge side. FIG.7 is an oblique view of a configu-
ration example of the wind turbine blade according to
another embodiment.
[0080] In the embodiments illustrated in FIG.6A,
FIG.6B and FIG.7, the number of the cutting planes is
m=4.
[0081] In this another embodiment illustrated in FIG.6,
the base blade 1 is cut, is the cutting step, at four cutting
planes (a first cutting plane 42, a second cutting plane
44, a third cutting plane 46 and a fourth cutting plane 48
which are arranged in this order from the blade root part
4 side) that are located at different positions in the blade
length direction L. Herein, the first cutting plane 42 is a
cutting plane at the radial position P1, the second cutting
plane 44 is a cutting plane at the radial position P2, the
third cutting plane 46 is a cutting plane at the radial po-
sition P3. and the fourth cutting plane 48 is a cutting plane
at the radial position P4. The example of setting the first
to fourth cutting planes 42, 44, 46, 48 in the cutting step
is explained later in details. Further, the configuration of
the base blade 1 is substantially the same as that of FIG.2
and thus is not explained further.
[0082] By setting cutting the base blade 1 at four plac-
es, i.e. the first to fourth cutting planes 42, 44, 46, 48,
five sections are obtained, including a first section 52, a
second section 54, a third section 56, a fourth section 58
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and a fifth section 60 in this order from the blade root part
4 side.
[0083] Next, in the joining step, three sections including
the first section 52 closest to the blade root part 4 and
the fifth section 60 closest to the blade tip part 2 and
being non-adjacent to one another, are joined together.
More specifically, the first section 52 and the third section
56 being non-adjacent to each other are joined together
and the third section 56 and the fifth section 60 being
non-adjacent to each other are joined together, so as to
obtain the wind turbine blade 50 as illustrated in FIG.7.
[0084] In reference to FIG.6A and FIG.6B, the example
of setting the first to fourth cutting planes 42, 44, 46, 48
in the cutting step is explained in details.
[0085] In reference to FIG.6A, an angle α1 between
the chord direction C and a width directional line 43A and
an angle α2 between the chord direction C and a width
directional line 45A may be each set so that a length lc1
of the width directional line 43A of the first cutting plane
42 belonging to the first section 52 is approximately the
same as a length lc2 of the width directional line 45A of
the second cutting plane 44 belonging to the third section
56.
[0086] More specifically, in the case where the chord
length is c1 at the radial position P1 and the chord length
is c2 at the radial position P2, the length lc1 is approxi-
mated by c1/cosα1 and the length lc2 is approximated by
c2/cosα2 and thus, the angle α1 and the angle α2 may
be set to satisfy relationship (4) described below. 

[0087] In contrast, an angle α1’ between the chord di-
rection C and a width directional line 47A of the third
cutting plane 46 belonging to the third section 56 and an
angle α2’ between the chord direction C and a width di-
rectional line 49A of the fourth cutting plane 48 belonging
to the fifth section 60 may be each set so that a length
lc1’ of the width directional line 47A of third cutting plane
46 is approximately the same as a length lc2’ of the width
directional line 49A of the fifth cutting plane 48.
[0088] More specifically, in the case where the chord
length is c1’ at the radial position P3 and the chord length
is c2’ at the radial position P4, the length lc1’ is approxi-
mated by c1’/cosα1’ and the length lc2 is approximated
by c2’/cosα2’ and thus, the angle α1’ and the angle α2’
may be set to satisfy relationship (5) described below. 

[0089] By setting the angles α1, α2, α1’ and α1’ in this
manner, as illustrated in FIG.7, continuity at each of the
leading edge 7 and the trailing edge 8 can be maintained
in a first joint face 62 and a second joint face 64 to be
joined together in the joining step and a third joint face

66 and a fourth joint face 68 to be joined in the joining
step. This makes it possible to maintain high aerodynam-
ic performance of the wind turbine blade 30.
[0090] In reference to FIG.6B, an angle β1 between
blade thickness direction T and the thickness directional
line 43B of the first cutting plane 42 belonging to the first
section 52 and an angle β2 between blade thickness di-
rection T and the thickness directional line 45B of the
second cutting plane 44 belonging to the third section 56
may be each set so that a length lt1 of the thickness di-
rectional line 43B is approximately the same as a length
lt2 of the thickness directional line 46B.
[0091] More specifically, in the case where the blade
thickness is t1 at the radial position P1 and the blade
thickness is t2 at the radial position P2, the length lt1 is
approximated by t1/cosβ1 and the length lt2 is approxi-
mated by t2/cosβ2 and thus, the angle β1 and the angle
β2 may be set to satisfy relationship (6) described below. 

[0092] In contrast, an angle β1’ between blade thick-
ness direction T and the thickness directional line 47B of
the third cutting plane 46 belonging to the third section
56 and an angle β2’ between blade thickness direction T
and the thickness directional line 49B of the fourth cutting
plane 48 belonging to the fifth section 60 may be each
set so that a length lt1’ of the thickness directional line
47B is approximately the same as a length lt2’ of the thick-
ness directional line 49B.
[0093] More specifically, in the case where the blade
thickness is t1’ at the radial position P3 and the blade
thickness is t2’ at the radial position P4, the length lt1’ is
approximated by t1’/cosβ1’ and the length lt2’ is approxi-
mated by t2’/cosβ2’ and thus, the angle β1’ and the angle
β2’ may be set to satisfy relationship (7) described below. 

[0094] By setting the angles β1, β2, β1’ and β1’ in this
manner, as illustrated in FIG.7, continuity at each of the
pressure side face 9 and the suction side face 10 can be
maintained in the first joint face 62 and the second joint
face 64 to be joined together in the joining step and the
third joint face 66 and the fourth joint face 68 to be joined
in the joining step. This makes it possible to maintain high
aerodynamic performance of the wind turbine blade 50.
[0095] In the illustrative embodiments illustrated in
FIG.6A, FIG.6B and FIG.7, the number of the cutting
planes is m=4. In the case where the number of the cut-
ting planes is an even number equal to 4 or greater, an
inclination angle of the cutting plane with respect to the
chord direction C or the blade length direction T may be
set as follow.
[0096] More specifically, a width-directional line within
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an ith cutting plane from the blade root part 4 side (the
first cutting plane 42 and the third cutting plane 46 in
FIG.6) may be parallel to the chord direction C or may
be inclined with respect to the chord thickness C in such
a way that it becomes closer to the blade tip 2 side from
the trailing edge 8 toward the leading edge 7, where i is
an odd number not greater than (m-1). More specifically,
in FIG.6, the angles α1, α1’ may be 0° or greater.
[0097] In contrast, a width-directional line within an
(i+1)th cutting plane from the blade root part 4 side (the
second cutting plane 44 and the fourth cutting plane 48
in FIG.6) may be inclined with respect to the chord thick-
ness C in such a way that it becomes closer to the blade
root part 4 side from the trailing edge 8 toward the leading
edge 7. More specifically, in FIG.6, the angles α2, α2’
may be greater than 0°.
[0098] As a result, it is possible to obtain the wind tur-
bine blade 50 having a sweepback angle, as illustrated
in FIG.7, in which the blade axis L2 of the third section
56 on the blade tip part 2 side bends toward the trailing
edge 8 with respect to the blade axis L1 of the first section
52 on the blade root part 4 side and the blade axis L3 of
the fifth section 60 on the blade tip part 2 side bends
toward the trailing edge 8 with respect to the blade axis
L2 of the third section 56 on the blade root part 4 side.
Therefore, benefits such as improved erosion-resist-
ance, noise suppression and fatigue load reduction can
be obtained. Further, as described above, by providing
more than one set of the ith cutting plane and the (i+1)th

cutting plane from the blade root part 4 side, it is possible
to form each of the leading edge 7 and the trailing edge
8 of the wind turbine blade 50 closer to a smooth curve.
This makes it possible to improve the aerodynamic per-
formance of the wind turbine blade 50.
[0099] Moreover, as illustrated in FIG.6B, a thickness-
directional line of the ith cutting plane from the blade root
part 4 side (the first cutting plane 42 and the third cutting
plane 46 in FIG.6) may be parallel to the blade thickness
direction T or may be inclined with respect to the blade
thickness direction T in such a way that it becomes closer
to the blade tip 2 side from the pressure side face 9 toward
the suction side face 10, where i is an odd number not
greater than (m-1). More specifically, in FIG.6, the angles
β2, β2’ may be greater than 0°.
[0100] As a result, it is possible to obtain the wind tur-
bine blade 50 as illustrated in FIG.7 in which the blade
axis L2 of the third section 56 on the blade tip part 2 side
bends toward the pressure side face 9 with respect to
the blade axis L1 of the first section 52 on the blade root
part 4 side and the blade axis L3 of the fifth section 60
on the blade tip part 2 side bends toward the pressure
side face 9 with respect to the blade axis L2 of the third
section 56 on the blade root part 4 side. As a result, the
same effects as a winglet can be obtained. Further, as
described above, by providing more than one set of the
ith cutting plane and the (i+1)th cutting plane from the
blade root part 4 side, it is possible to form each of the
pressure side face 9 and the suction side face 10 of the

wind turbine blade 50 closer to a smooth curve. This
makes it possible to improve the aerodynamic perform-
ance of the wind turbine blade 50.
[0101] As described above, according to the above
embodiments, the wind turbine blades 30, 50 of a desired
length which is shorter than the base blade 1 can be
obtained. This is advantageous in various situations.
[0102] For instance, it is no longer necessary to pre-
pare a blade-manufacturing mold for each type of wind
turbine generators and it is possible to lower the produc-
tion cost of the wind turbine blades 30, 50. It is possible
to obtain the wind turbine blade 30, 50 for an old-model
wind turbine generator from a large blade of a current-
model wind turbine generator as the base blade 1. Thus,
it is still possible to replace the blade of the old-model
wind turbine generator even if the wind turbine blade for
the old-model wind turbine generator is unavailable. Fur-
ther, even in the case where the old-model blade is avail-
able, it is still advantageous from the perspective of per-
formance enhancement, noise reduction and load reduc-
tion of the wind turbine blade that the wind turbine blade
30, 50 of the desired length shorter than the base blade
1 can be obtained from the base blade 1.
[0103] While the embodiments of the present invention
have been described in details, it is obvious to those
skilled in the art that various changes and modifications
may be made without departing from the scope of the
invention.
[0104] In the above embodiments, the case where the
number m of the cutting planes in the base blade 1 is 2
or 4 is described. However, the number m of the cutting
planes in the cutting step is not particularly restricted as
long as m is an even number not smaller than 2.

[Reference Signs list]

[0105]

1 Base blade
2 Blade tip part
4 Blade root part
6 Aerofoil part
7 Leading edge
8 Trailing edge
9 Pressure side face
10 Suction side face
12, 42 First cutting plane
22, 62 First joint face
14, 44 Second cutting plane
24, 64 Second joint face
30, 50 Wind turbine blade
32, 52 First section
34, 54 Second section
36, 56 Third section
46 Third cutting plane
48 Fourth cutting plane
58 Fourth section
60 Fifth section
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66 Third joint face
68 Fourth joint face

Claims

1. A manufacturing method of a wind turbine blade, the
method being characterized in that it comprises:

a cutting step of cutting a base blade (1) at m
cutting planes (12, 14; 42, 44, 46, 48) into m+1
sections (32, 34, 36; 52, 54, 56, 58, 60) where
m is an even number, the m cutting planes being
at different positions in a blade length direction,
the m+1 sections comprising a blade-root sec-
tion which is closest to a blade root and a blade-
tip section which is closest to a blade tip, the
blade-root and blade-tip sections being non-ad-
jacent to each other; and
a joining step of joining m/2+1 sections (32, 36;
52, 56, 60) of the m+1 sections together to obtain
a wind turbine (30; 50) blade which is shorter
than the base blade (1), the m/2+1 sections in-
cluding the blade-root section and the blade-tip
section.

2. The manufacturing method of the wind turbine blade
according to claim 1,
wherein, in the cutting step, an angle (α1, α2) be-
tween a chord direction (C) of the base blade and
each of two cutting planes (12, 14) belonging to a
pair of the sections (32, 36) to be joined together in
the joining step is set so that said two cutting planes
(12, 14) have approximately the same length of a
width-directional line (13A, 15A) connecting a lead-
ing edge (7) and a trailing edge (8) at each of said
two cutting planes (12, 14).

3. The manufacturing method of the wind turbine blade
according to claim 2,
wherein, in the joining step, a first cutting plane (12)
of one (32) of the sections of the pair on a blade-root
(4) side and a second cutting (14) plane of the other
of the sections (36) of the pair on a blade-tip (2) side
are joined together,
wherein a width-directional line (13A) within the first
cutting plane (12) is parallel to the chord direction
(C) or is inclined with respect to the chord direction
(C) in such a way that it becomes closer to the blade
tip side (2) from the trailing edge (8) toward the lead-
ing edge (7), and
wherein a width-directional line (15A) within the sec-
ond cutting plane (14) is inclined with respect to the
chord direction (C) in such a way that it becomes
closer to the blade-root (4) side from the trailing edge
(8) toward the leading edge (7).

4. The manufacturing method of the wind turbine blade

according to claim 2 or 3,
wherein the number m of the cutting planes is an
even number not smaller than 4, a width-directional
line within an ith cutting plane from a blade-root side
is parallel to the chord direction (C) or is inclined with
respect to the chord direction in such a way that it
becomes closer to a blade-tip (2) side from the trail-
ing edge (8) toward the leading edge (7) where i is
an odd number not greater than m-1, and
wherein a width-directional line in a i+1-th cutting
plane from the blade-root side is inclined with respect
to the chord direction (C) in such a way that it be-
comes closer to the blade root side from the trailing
edge (8) toward the leading edge (7).

5. The manufacturing method of the wind turbine blade
according to claim 1,
wherein, in the cutting step, an angle (β1, β2) be-
tween a blade thickness direction (T) of the base
blade (1) and each of two cutting planes (12, 14)
belonging to a pair of the sections (32, 36) to be
joined together in the joining step is set so that said
two cutting planes have approximately the same
length (lt1, lt2) of a thickness-directional line (13B,
15B) connecting a point on a pressure side face (9)
and a point on a suction side face (10) of the base
blade (1) at a maximum thickness position in each
of said two cutting planes.

6. The manufacturing method of the wind turbine blade
according to claim 5, wherein, in the joining step, a
first cutting plane (12) of one (32) of the sections of
the pair on a blade-root side and a second cutting
plane (14) of the other (36) of the sections of the pair
on a blade-tip side are joined together,
wherein a thickness-directional line (13B) within the
first cutting plane (12) is parallel to the blade thick-
ness direction (T) or is inclined with respect to the
blade thickness direction (T) in such a way that it
becomes closer to the blade-tip (2) side from the
pressure side face (9) toward the suction side face
(10), and
wherein a thickness-directional line (15B) within the
second cutting plane (14) is inclined with respect to
the blade thickness direction (T) in such a way that
it becomes closer to the blade-root (4) side from the
pressure side face (9) toward the suction side face
(10).

7. The manufacturing method of the wind turbine blade
according to claim 5 or 6,
wherein the number m of the cutting planes is an
even number not smaller than 4, the thickness-di-
rectional line within an ith cutting plane from the
blade-root side is parallel to the blade thickness di-
rection. (T) or is inclined with respect to the blade
thickness direction (T) in such a way that it becomes
closer to the blade-tip (2) side from the pressure side
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face (9) toward a suction side face (10) of the base
blade (1) where i is an odd number not greater than
m-1, and
wherein the thickness-directional line in a i+1-th cut-
ting plane from the blade-root side is inclined with
respect to the blade thickness direction (T) in such
a way that it becomes closer to the blade root (4)
side from the pressure side face (9) toward the suc-
tion side face (10) of the base blade (1).

8. The manufacturing method of the wind turbine blade
according to any one of claims 1 to 7,
wherein the m cutting planes includes: a first cutting
plane (12) belonging to one (32) of a pair of the sec-
tions to be joined together in the joining step on a
blade-root side; and a second cutting plane (14)
which belongs to the other (36) of the sections of the
pair on a blade-tip side and which is joined to the
first cutting plane (12), and
wherein a relationship of (cosβ1/cosα1) ≈ (cosβ2/
cosα2) satisfied when the first cutting plane (12) and
the second cutting plane (14) have approximately
the same blade thickness ratio, where α1 is an angle
between the chord direction (C) and a first width-
directional line (13A) connecting a leading edge (7)
and a trailing edge (8) in the first cutting plane (12),
α2 is an angle between the chord direction (C) and
a second width-directional line (15A) connecting the
leading edge (7) and the trailing edge (8) in the sec-
ond cutting plane (14), β1 is an angle between the
blade thickness direction (T) and a first thickness-
directional line (13B) connecting a point on a pres-
sure side face (9) and a point on a suction side face
(10) of the base blade (1) at a maximum thickness
position in the first cutting plane (12), and β2 is an
angle between the blade thickness direction (T) and
a second thickness-directional line (15B) connecting
a point on the pressure side face (9) and a point on
the suction side face (10) at a maximum thickness
position in the second cutting plane (14).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Windkraftanlagen-
Rotorblatts, wobei das Verfahren dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet ist, dass es umfasst:

einen Schneideschritt des Schneidens eines
Basisblatts (1) bei m Schnittebenen (12, 14; 42,
44, 46, 48) in m+1 Abschnitte (32, 34, 36; 52,
54, 56, 58, 60), wobei m eine gerade Zahl ist,
wobei die m Schnittebenen an in einer Blattlän-
genrichtung unterschiedlichen Positionen sind,
wobei die m+1 Abschnitte einen Blattwurzelab-
schnitt, der einer Blattwurzel am nächsten ist,
und einen Blattspitzenabschnitt, der einer Blatt-
spitze am nächsten ist, umfassen, wobei der

Blattwurzel- und der Blattspitzenabschnitt ein-
ander nicht benachbart sind, und
einen Verbindungsschritt des Verbindens von
m/2+1 Abschnitten (32, 36; 52, 56, 60) der m+1
Abschnitte miteinander, um ein Windkraftanla-
gen-Rotorblatt (30; 50) zu erhalten, das kürzer
als das Basisblatt (1) ist, wobei die m/2+1 Ab-
schnitte den Blattwurzelabschnitt und den Blatt-
spitzenabschnitt umfassen.

2. Verfahren zur Herstellung des Windkraftanlagen-
Rotorblatts nach Anspruch 1,
wobei in dem Schneideschritt zwischen einer Seh-
nenrichtung (C) des Basisblatts und jeder von zwei
Schnittebenen (12, 14), die zu einem Paar der Ab-
schnitte (32, 36) gehören, die in dem Verbindungs-
schritt miteinander verbunden werden sollen, ein
Winkel (α1, α2) derart eingestellt wird, dass die zwei
Schnittebenen (12, 14) annähernd dieselbe Länge
einer Breitenrichtungslinie (13A, 15A) aufweisen, die
an jeder der zwei Schnittebenen (12, 14) eine Vor-
derkante (7) und eine Hinterkante (8) verbindet.

3. Verfahren zur Herstellung des Windkraftanlagen-
Rotorblatts nach Anspruch 2,
wobei in dem Verbindungsschritt eine erste Schnit-
tebene (12) von einem (32) der Abschnitte des Paa-
res auf einer Seite der Blattwurzel (4) und eine zweite
Schnittebene (14) des anderen der Abschnitte (36)
des Paares auf einer Seite der Blattspitze (2) mitein-
ander verbunden werden,
wobei eine Breitenrichtungslinie (13A) innerhalb der
ersten Schnittebene (12) zu der Sehnenrichtung (C)
parallel ist oder in Bezug auf die Sehnenrichtung (C)
auf eine Weise geneigt ist, dass sie sich von der
Hinterkante (8) in Richtung der Vorderkante (7) der
Seite der Blattspitze (2) nähert, und
wobei eine Breitenrichtungslinie (15A) innerhalb der
zweiten Schnittebene (14) in Bezug auf die Sehnen-
richtung (C) auf eine Weise geneigt ist, dass sie sich
von der Hinterkante (8) in Richtung der Vorderkante
(7) der Seite der Blattwurzel (4) nähert.

4. Verfahren zur Herstellung des Windkraftanlagen-
Rotorblatts nach Anspruch 2 oder 3,
wobei die Anzahl m der Schnittebenen eine gerade
Zahl nicht kleiner als 4 ist, wobei eine Breitenrich-
tungslinie innerhalb einer i-ten Schnittebene von ei-
ner Blattwurzelseite zu der Sehnenrichtung (C) pa-
rallel ist oder in Bezug auf die Sehnenrichtung auf
eine Weise geneigt ist, dass sie sich von der Hinter-
kante (8) in Richtung der Vorderkante (7) einer Seite
der Blattspitze (2) nähert, wobei i eine ungerade Zahl
nicht größer als m-1 ist, und
wobei eine Breitenrichtungslinie in einer i+1-ten
Schnittebene von der Blattwurzelseite in Bezug auf
die Sehnenrichtung (C) auf eine Weise geneigt ist,
dass sie sich von der Hinterkante (8) in Richtung der
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Vorderkante (7) der Seite der Blattwurzel nähert.

5. Verfahren zur Herstellung des Windkraftanlagen-
Rotorblatts nach Anspruch 1,
wobei in dem Schneideschritt zwischen einer Blatt-
dickenrichtung (T) des Basisblatts (1) und jeder von
zwei Schnittebenen (12, 14), die zu einem Paar der
Abschnitte (32, 36) gehören, die in dem Verbin-
dungsschritt miteinander verbunden werden sollen,
ein Winkel (β1,β2) derart eingestellt wird, dass die
zwei Schnittebenen annähernd dieselbe Länge (lt1,
lt2) einer Dickenrichtungslinie (13B, 15B) aufweisen,
die in jeder der zwei Schnittebenen an einer Position
maximaler Dicke einen Punkt auf einer Druckseiten-
fläche (9) und einen Punkt auf einer Saugseitenflä-
che (10) des Basisblatts (1) verbindet.

6. Verfahren zur Herstellung des Windkraftanlagen-
Rotorblatts nach Anspruch 5,
wobei in dem Verbindungsschritt eine erste Schnit-
tebene (12) von einem (32) der Abschnitte des Paa-
res auf einer Blattwurzelseite und eine zweite Schnit-
tebene (14) des anderen (36) der Abschnitte des
Paares auf einer Blattspitzenseite miteinander ver-
bunden werden,
wobei eine Dickenrichtungslinie (13B) innerhalb der
ersten Schnittebene (12) zu der Blattdickenrichtung
(T) parallel ist oder in Bezug auf die Blattdickenrich-
tung (T) auf eine Weise geneigt ist, dass sie sich von
der Druckseitenfläche (9) in Richtung der Saugsei-
tenfläche (10) der Seite der Blattspitze (2) nähert,
und
wobei eine Dickenrichtungslinie (15B) innerhalb der
zweiten Schnittebene (14) in Bezug auf die Blattdi-
ckenrichtung (T) auf eine Weise geneigt ist, dass sie
sich von der Druckseitenfläche (9) in Richtung der
Saugseitenfläche (10) der Seite der Blattwurzel (4)
nähert.

7. Verfahren zur Herstellung des Windkraftanlagen-
Rotorblatts nach Anspruch 5 oder 6,
wobei die Anzahl m der Schnittebenen eine gerade
Zahl nicht kleiner als 4 ist, wobei die Dickenrich-
tungslinie innerhalb einer i-ten Schnittebene von der
Blattwurzelseite zu der Blattdickenrichtung (T) par-
allel ist oder in Bezug auf die Blattdickenrichtung (T)
auf eine Weise geneigt ist, dass sie sich von der
Druckseitenfläche (9) in Richtung einer Saugseiten-
fläche (10) des Basisblatts (1) der Seite der Blatt-
spitze (2) nähert, wobei i eine ungerade Zahl nicht
größer als m-1 ist, und
wobei die Dickenrichtungslinie in einer i+1-ten
Schnittebene von der Blattwurzelseite in Bezug auf
die Blattdickenrichtung (T) auf eine Weise geneigt
ist, dass sie sich von der Druckseitenfläche (9) in
Richtung der Saugseitenfläche (10) des Basisblatts
(1) der Seite der Blattwurzel (4) nähert.

8. Verfahren zur Herstellung des Windkraftanlagen-
Rotorblatts nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1
bis 7,
wobei die m Schnittebenen umfassen: eine erste
Schnittebene (12), die zu einem (32) von einem Paar
der Abschnitte, die in dem Verbindungsschritt ver-
bunden werden sollen, auf einer Blattwurzelseite ge-
hört; und eine zweite Schnittebene (14), die zu dem
anderen (36) der Abschnitte des Paares auf der
Blattspitzenseite gehört und die mit der ersten
Schnittebene (12) verbunden wird, und
wobei eine Beziehung von (cosβ1/cosα1) ≈
(cosβ2/cosα2) erfüllt ist, wenn die erste Schnittebene
(12) und die zweite Schnittebene (14) annähernd
dasselbe Blattdickenverhältnis aufweisen, wobei α1
ein Winkel zwischen der Sehnenrichtung (C) und ei-
ner ersten Breitenrichtungslinie (13A) ist, die in der
ersten Schnittebene (12) eine Vorderkante (7) und
eine Hinterkante (8) verbindet, α2 ein Winkel zwi-
schen der Sehnenrichtung (C) und einer zweiten
Breitenrichtungslinie (15A) ist, die in der zweiten
Schnittebene (14) eine Vorderkante (7) und eine Hin-
terkante (8) verbindet, β1 ein Winkel zwischen der
Blattdickenrichtung (T) und einer ersten Dickenrich-
tungslinie (13B) ist, die in der ersten Schnittebene
(12) an einer Position maximaler Dicke einen Punkt
auf einer Druckseitenfläche (9) und einen Punkt auf
einer Saugseitenfläche (10) des Basisblatts (1) ver-
bindet, und β2 ein Winkel zwischen der Blattdicken-
richtung (T) und einer zweiten Dickenrichtungslinie
(15B) ist, die in der zweiten Schnittebene (14) an
einer Position maximaler Dicke einen Punkt auf einer
Druckseitenfläche (9) und einen Punkt auf einer
Saugseitenfläche (10) des Basisblatts (1) verbindet.

Revendications

1. Procédé de fabrication d’une pale d’éolienne, le pro-
cédé étant caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend :

une étape de coupe consistant à couper une
pale de base (1) à m plans de coupe (12, 14 ;
42, 44, 46, 48) en m+1 sections (32, 34, 36 ; 52,
54, 56, 58, 60), où m est un nombre pair, les m
plans de coupe étant à différentes positions
dans une direction de longueur de pale, les m+1
sections comprenant une section d’emplanture
de pale qui est la plus proche d’ une emplanture
de pale et une section de pointe de pale qui est
la plus proche d’une pointe de pale, les sections
d’emplanture de pale et de point de pale étant
non adjacentes entre elles ; et
une étape d’assemblage consistant à assem-
bler m/2+1 sections (32, 36 ; 52, 56, 60) des
m+1 sections ensemble afin d’obtenir une pale
d’éolienne (30 ; 50) qui est plus courte que la
pale de base (1), les m/2+1 sections compre-
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nant la section d’emplanture de pale et la section
de pointe de pale.

2. Procédé de fabrication d’une pale d’éolienne selon
la revendication 1,
dans lequel, à l’étape de coupe, un angle (α1, α2)
entre une direction de corde (C) de la pale de base
et chacun des deux plans de coupe (12, 14) appar-
tenant à une paire de sections (32, 36) à assembler
à l’étape d’assemblage est déterminé de sorte que
lesdits deux plans de coupe (12, 14) ont approxima-
tivement la même longueur d’une ligne dans le sens
de la largeur (13A, 15A) raccordant un bord d’atta-
que (7) et un bord de fuite (8) à chacun desdits deux
plans de coupe (12, 14).

3. Procédé de fabrication d’une pale d’éolienne selon
la revendication 2,
dans lequel, à l’étape d’assemblage, un premier plan
de coupe (12) de l’une (32) des sections de la paire
du côté de l’emplanture de pale (4) et d’un second
plan de coupe (14) de l’autre des sections (36) de la
paire du côté de la pointe de pale (2) sont assemblés,
dans lequel une ligne dans le sens de la largeur (13A)
dans le premier plan de coupe (12) est parallèle à la
direction de corde (C) ou est inclinée par rapport à
la direction de corde (C) de sorte qu’elle se rappro-
che du côté de la pointe de pale (2) , en allant du
bord de fuite (8) vers le bord d’attaque (7), et
dans lequel une ligne dans le sens de la largeur (15A)
dans le second plan de coupe (14) est inclinée par
rapport à la direction de corde (C) de sorte qu’elle
se rapproche du côté de l’emplanture de pale (4), en
allant du bord de fuite (8) vers le bord d’attaque (7).

4. Procédé de fabrication d’une pale d’éolienne selon
la revendication 2 ou 3,
dans lequel le nombre m de plans de coupe est un
nombre pair non inférieur à 4, une ligne dans le sens
de la largeur dans un iième plan de coupe à partir du
côté de l’emplanture de pale est parallèle à la direc-
tion de corde (C) ou est inclinée par rapport à la
direction de corde de sorte qu’elle se rapproche du
côté de la pointe de pale (2), en allant du bord de
fuite (8) vers le bord d’attaque (7), où i est un nombre
impair non supérieur à m-1, et
dans lequel une ligne dans le sens de la largeur dans
un i+1-ième plan de coupe à partir du côté de l’em-
planture de pale est inclinée par rapport à la direction
de corde (C) de sorte qu’elle se rapproche du côté
de l’emplanture de pale, en allant du bord de fuite
(8) vers le bord d’attaque (7).

5. Procédé de fabrication d’une pale d’éolienne selon
la revendication 1,
dans lequel, à l’étape de coupe, un angle (β1, β2)
entre une direction d’épaisseur de pale (T) de la pale
de base (1) et chacun des deux plans de coupe (12,

14) appartenant à une paire de sections (32, 36) à
assembler à l’étape d’assemblage est déterminé de
sorte que lesdits deux plans de coupe ont approxi-
mativement la même longueur (lt1, lt2) d’une ligne
dans le sens de l’épaisseur (13B, 15B) raccordant
un point sur une face intrados (9) et un point sur une
face extrados (10) de la pale de base (1) dans une
position d’épaisseur maximum dans chacun desdits
deux plans de coupe.

6. Procédé de fabrication d’une pale d’éolienne selon
la revendication 5,
dans lequel, à l’étape d’assemblage, un premier plan
de coupe (12) de l’une (32) des sections de la paire
du côté de l’emplanture de pale et un second plan
de coupe (14) de l’autre (36) des sections de la paire
du côté de la pointe de pale sont assemblés,
dans lequel une ligne dans le sens de l’épaisseur
(13B) dans le premier plan de coupe (12) est paral-
lèle au sens de l’épaisseur de la pale (T) ou est in-
clinée par rapport au sens de l’épaisseur de la pale
(T) de sorte qu’elle se rapproche du côté de la pointe
de pale (2), en allant de la face intrados (9) vers la
face extrados (10), et
dans lequel une ligne dans le sens de l’épaisseur
(15B) dans le second plan de coupe (14) est inclinée
par rapport au sens de l’épaisseur de pale (T) de
sorte qu’elle se rapproche du côté de l’emplanture
de pale (4), en allant de la face intrados (9) vers la
face extrados (10).

7. Procédé de fabrication d’une pale d’éolienne selon
la revendication 5 ou 6,
dans lequel le nombre m de plans de coupe est un
nombre pair non inférieur à 4, la ligne dans le sens
de l’épaisseur dans un iième plan de coupe à partir
du côté de l’emplanture de pale est parallèle au sens
de l’épaisseur de la pale (T) ou est inclinée par rap-
port au sens de l’épaisseur de la pale (T) de sorte
qu’elle se rapproche du côté de la pointe de pale (2),
en allant de la face intrados (9) vers une face extra-
dos (10) de la pale de base (1) où i est un nombre
impair non supérieur à m-1, et
dans lequel la ligne dans le sens de l’épaisseur dans
un i+1-ième plan de coupe à partir du côté de l’em-
planture de pale est inclinée par rapport au sens de
l’épaisseur de la pale (T) de sorte qu’elle se rappro-
che du côté de l’emplanture de pale (4), en allant de
la face intrados (9) vers la face extrados (10) de la
pale de base (1).

8. Procédé de fabrication d’une pale d’éolienne selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7,
dans lequel les m plans de coupe comprennent : un
premier plan de coupe (12) appartenant à l’une (32)
d’une paire de sections à assembler à l’étape d’as-
semblage sur un côté de l’emplanture de pale ; et
un second plan de coupe (14) qui appartient à l’autre
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(36) des sections de la paire du côté de la pointe de
pale et qui est assemblé au premier plan de coupe
(12), et
dans lequel une relation de (cosβ1 / cosα1) ≈ (cosβ2/
cosα2) est satisfaite lorsque le premier plan de coupe
(12) et le second plan de coupe (14) ont approxima-
tivement le même rapport d’épaisseur de pale, où
α1 est un angle entre la direction de la corde (C) et
une première ligne dans le sens de la largeur (13A)
raccordant un bord d’attaque (7) et un bord de fuite
(8) dans le premier plan de coupe (12), α2 est un
angle entre la direction de la corde (C) et une secon-
de ligne dans le sens de la largeur (15A) raccordant
le bord d’attaque (7) et le bord de fuite (8) dans le
second plan de coupe (14), β1 est un angle entre le
sens de l’épaisseur de la pale (T) et une première
ligne dans le sens de l’épaisseur (13B) raccordant
un point sur une face du côté de la pression (9) et
un point sur une face du côté de l’aspiration (10) de
la pale de base (1) dans une position d’épaisseur
maximum dans le premier plan de coupe (12) et β2
est un angle entre le sens de l’épaisseur de la pale
(T) et une seconde ligne dans le sens de l’épaisseur
(15B) raccordant un point sur la face du côté de la
pression (9) et un point sur la face du côté de l’as-
piration (10) dans une position d’épaisseur maxi-
mum dans le second plan de coupe (14).
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